
Part 1

Learning to heal 
past wounds.
Doing the healing work with mindfulness.

Inner Child 
Journaling

Before starting to get to know your wounded inner child, it’s important to note that reliability 

and consistency are a huge part of healing. This means you need to become reliable and 

consistent when starting to journal with your inner child. When we’re consistent with our 

journaling, it builds inner trust so you can actually begin healing.

Committing to your inner child

It’s important to be mindful and intentional when doing inner child work. Setting yourself up 

for success may look like this:

Setting a time of day for journaling

Setting an alarm

Keeping a picture of your younger self where you can see it

Marking it on your calendar

Making time for your inner child



Part 2

Beginning your healing journey.
Recognizing with your inner child

You may be asking yourself, how do I even start to connect with my inner child? And that’s a 

good question. Below are some prompts to help you become more aware of what you need 

to explore to start healing. 

I’m ready to do the inner child work, but where do I start?

You may need to journal about fears or worries related to connecting with your inner 

child before you can address your core issues or the inner child’s wounds. Journaling 

about the resistance of connecting to your wounded inner child can also be a place of 

deep insight. Is there a fear, worry? What are you afraid will happen if you start 

connecting with your inner child?

Working with resistance

1. What current trigger do I want to work on? 

Example: “I feel angry when I don’t think my partner is paying attention to me.”

2. When this trigger happens, what emotions and body sensations do I notice? 

Example: “I get a tight chest and feel hot. I feel angry, rejected, and sad.”

3. How old do I feel when I have these emotions and sensations? 

Example: “I feel like a child.”

4. What negative beliefs do I have about myself when this trigger is activated? 

Example: “I don’t matter.”



Part 3

Inner child journaling 
exercise.
Use the following questions for your daily journaling.

What negative core beliefs do I want to work on today, and what happened recently to make 

me feel this way? Examples of common negative core beliefs:

How do I feel?

What experiences from my past may have reinforced this belief?  (look at my timeline of 

events that could have made me feel this way). Examples of common past events: 

Why do I feel this way?

I’m not good enough

I don’t matter

I’m too much

Other___________________________________

People

Situations

What was said or not said to me

What was done or not done for me



If I could go back and tell myself something or help myself, what would I do or say? 

Examples of common unmet needs: 

What did I need?

How do I want to show up for my inner child today and heal my unmet needs?

How can I provide that?

Validation

Emotional support

Reliability and consistency

Safety

Other _______________________________________

Validate my  feelings

Soothing exercises

Expressing my needs and wants 

Positive self-affirmations

Other _______________________________________
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